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This class and information contained within is provided to allow racers and their support group
to understand the responsibilities, resources, and performance required to develop a credible
sponsorship program and meet the requirements of current and future sponsors. Additionally,
this presentation will help racers create a resume based on the material discussed and the
formats presented.
What is sponsorship for?
For the sponsor, it is an opportunity to improve the branding, market awareness, and sales of
the product, company, or a specified initiative by supporting individuals or teams.
For the racer or team, it is an opportunity to decrease costs, elevate performance, and improve
the value of their racing program.
Who receives sponsorship?
Any person that can achieve the goals of the sponsor may receive sponsorship (this statement
removes limits of age, performance, or stereotypical perception(s)).
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So what do I need to do to get this sponsorship ball rolling?
Prepare to meet the obligations of your sponsor through proper planning, assembly, and
execution of your own race program. Understand from the beginning what the expectations are
and develop a web, social media, imagery, equipment, and rider strategy to meet the
requirements of the sponsor while maintaining the team goals. Also know, there are costs
associated with sponsorship that may negate the value you might be receiving.
Where do I even start then to begin preparing to receive sponsorship?
Obviously one of the reasons we are in this class is to learn how to write a resume…and of
course that is the start to formally start “going after sponsorship”. Next, you really need to
understand what you can offer now and what it will take to improve that offering. Key things to
consider:
1. YOU CANNOT DO THIS BY YOURSELF! As much as you may want to…you cannot
be the rider, web master, media agent, PR agent, business manager, etc. YOU
HAVE TO HAVE HELP! Make a plan to have a wife, friend, family member, etc. be
part of this.
2. It will likely take 2 additional people to help you when you start. You can do it with
just one other, but at the same time as soon as you grow…you will have maximized
the ability of your “helper”
3. Don’t try to sell yourself…HAVE SOMEONE ELSE SELL THE RIDER!
4. Don’t try to “go to fast too quick” trying to “get the money”. Your failure not only
damages your program, but everyone else’s too!
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5. Understand imagery and the impact to sponsors and your social media, internet, and
print efforts. BUY THE LEGAL RIGHT to use images (from photogrphers) and use
them.
6. Lastly, many manufacturers “support the sport” through CONTINGENCY. This
means that when you buy their product and put decals, patches, etc. in the required
locations, you will be eligible for product certificates or cash to continuously support
your racing program. FOR ALL RACERS, Contingency is the DOMINANT
MECHANISM to receive support from manufacturers.
Understand what you can do for the sponsor
A sponsor specifically wants you to accomplish one or more of three things: (1) Cause sales of
their product, (2) Improve the brand name of their company, or (3) increase awareness of the
product in the marketplace in a manner that does lead to more sales and/or assists the
sponsor/dealer in selling their product. There are several ways that the sponsor wants to see
these things happen and here are things you need to think about in doing that.
1. Sell the product when possible – Although you are not the re-seller in most cases,
don’t be shy about recommending the purchase of your sponsors product to your
audience.
2. Perform well – This is a hard requirement, but it is likely the most effective thing you
can do for your sponsor. Fact is, you don’t get talked about as much without your
own solicitation if you are not “winning”. Winning creates a multitude of opportunities.
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3. Speak well of your sponsors – BBS “Thank yous” go a long way. Make them sincere.
DON’T JUST PUT UP “Hey they are the greatest…” every race. The audience tires
of the same message. Mix up your “thank yous” so that you can directly mention
something unique about a few sponsors each weekend where you can demonstrate
the value. Still mention all your sponsors, but focus “the long thank yous” on a few
per weekend with a 2-3 race “rotation”.
4. Participate in community activities – Hey, if your club has a “mentor program” or any
volunteer activity…your actions reflect upon your sponsors. You don’t have to “sell
your sponsors” during these activities…participating in activities is a good thing that
improves your community standing and your brand value…which is a good thing!
5. Create activities that benefit your sponsors and/or improve brand name – This may
include seminars, advertising, free assistance/help, or other program that improves
the branding of both the sponsor and the team.
a. A specific example would be if you did free bike setup assistance and riding
coaching during a track day on behalf of WFORiders.com (as an example).
b. This is not something a 1st year guy is going to do, but many riders that have
been out “on the scene” for 5 years or more, this is a “no-brainer”.

6. Develop your audience - An important item to remember is that all of the people that
follow you on Facebook, BBS’s, Twitter, Youtube, etc. are a commodity. That is,
although you may not have the direct ability to talk to each one…the total audience
that you have is a commodity you offer the sponsor...as you can then offer branded
content, media releases, and information that provides a tremendous brand value to
your sponsors.
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a. NOTE: Anything that improves the branding of your team helps your
sponsors.
7. Develop your brand value – Over time, you and your racing effort will have intrinsic
“brand value”. Specifically as you race the many races you will, attend events, and
become “part of the community”, you will establish your racing effort’s “brand value”.
Understand this is something that is hard to gain, but is not worth anything if you do
not leverage it properly. Most racers will have to race 3-5 years BEFORE an effective
brand value is created.
8. Media Releases – Everyone wants to have “their press releases” in Roadracing
World and other publications. At the same time, only a few (racers/programs) will
meet the requirements at the club level for releases to be printed/released. Truthfully,
racers can not only “create buzz” with original news/press releases through
Facebook, Twitter, and local BBS’s, you can achieve the same results as the “big
guys”. Make sure you setup a structure that has analytical measuring capabilities.
9. It is important to realize that in the “sales world”, if you receive $1000.00 worth of
cash/support, you are expected to produce about $8,000.00 - $10,000.00 worth of
sales just for the company to “break even”. You likely won’t be able to justify the
investment you are receiving if you advertise, “you won’t lose…we will create sales.”
Just focus on selling where you can, improving your brand name (as well as the
sponsors), and getting as many view/clicks/impressions where you can.

“Wow that is lot of stuff, what should my expectations really be?”
There are two considerations to be made. The first is “inside the industry sponsorship”. The
second to be discussed is “outside the industry sponsorship”. These are from years of
observation. YES it can vary for you, but this should be a good plan to work around.
Inside the industry sponsorship
This includes products, equipment, and manufacturer support from companies and
manufacturers that are directly or comprehensively involved with the sport of motorcycle
roadracing.
Year
Skill Level
Average
Skilled
Top Expert
Professional

1

2

3

4

5

6

Tier 1
Tier 1
N/A
N/A

Tier 1
Tier 2
Tier 2
N/A

Tier 1
Tier 2
Tier 2
Tier 3

Tier 1
Tier 2
Tier 3
Tier 3

Tier 2
Tier 2
Tier 3
Tier 3

Tier 2
Tier 3
Tier 3
Tier 3
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Enclosed is a table that can be a good guide of what your expectations and planning can be
through your career regarding “in the industry sponsorship”. Obviously some items can vary, but
this should be a good planning Matrix.
Overview of Matrix
If you look at the matrix, you will see 4 skill levels. They are defined as follows:
-

-

Average: Rider that can safely race and is a general “top 10/mid-pack rider”
Skilled: This rider will finish in the top 5 in their respective classes
Top Expert: This rider will be able to win Expert races on at least an occasional basis
and is consistently one of the podium finishers in all races they participate in without
mechanical issues.
Professional: Rider can win club races without excessive effort or preparation. Competes
as a professional rider.
Tier 1
Contingency
X
Discounted product
X
Wholesale product
Limited Free
Product
Free Product

Tier 2
X
X
X
X

Tier 3
X
X
X
X
X

Do’s and Don’ts of Sponsorship requests
Many riders “shoot themselves in the foot” within 3 minutes of talking to potential sponsors.
Here is a general list of Do’s and Don’ts when addressing sponsors:
Don’ts
1) DON’T ever tell a potential sponsor, “We can’t win unless we get better sponsorship”.
Sponsors are there to enhance your current program. Only at the highest level of racing
can a racer/team really expect to require sponsorship to actually compete/operate.
Sponsors want to see that the racer/team they are supporting will compete regardless of
support. Sponsorship for 95% of racers is there to enhance rider/team performance…it
should not be required to race.
2) DON’T talk excessively negative about other products to make your sponsor’s product
“look better”. The potential blow-back is too high both in the short and long term for all
parties involved.
3) DON’T accept sponsorship for products you don’t “feel good about”. If you don’t believe
100% in your products…you will not successfully promote them. The heart tells the best
story when a racer/team is “trying to sell the products”.
4) DON’T get involved with sponsors that have documented issues in regards to customer
service, integrity, and/or actions that would be considered illegal, poor taste, or able to
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leave you in “bad standing” as a result of being involved with them (the potential
sponsor). Understand there will be a Myriad of rumors about everyone in the paddock, at
the same time “use common sense”.
5) DON’T get involved with sponsors that do not NOR do they plan on offering the type of
sponsorship you want to achieve. If they have no program in place NOR do they plan on
offering a program that you know will be critical to your long term success, then don’t get
involved.
Do’s
1) DO learn about your sponsor. If you are not sure “how much to ask for”, engage the
sponsor and present what your program is doing now and what it plans to do in the near
future. After presenting your program, then ask, “What does your company provide for a
rider/team that is working on the level we do?” This will establish your negotiation point
and prevent you from immediately “turning off the sponsor” by asking for the moon when
they can’t think of delivering it.
2) DO engage your sponsors with original ideas for promotion that they may not be
involved in. This may include co-op’ed advertising, special track day events, contests,
etc.
3) DO send out “monthly updates” to your sponsors. Treat this like a business send out
“monthly Updates” to let the sponsors know how hard you are working for them!
4) DO investigate for sponsors that can participate on the “Tier 3 level”. You may not be
immediately sponsored on the level you want, but you will be with someone that can
meet you “down the road” where you want to be met. AS ALWAYS don’t choose a
sponsor because they offer “free product”, but rather products you can unconditionally
recommend.
5) Do race the entire championship/season. Sponsors are worried just as much about you
being able to compete the entire season as they are about your “great riding”. Great
riding that does not show up to every round…does not win championships. Your
sponsors really expect you to attend every round and race at your best…without
excuses. This allows them to “know you will competitively compete even when things are
tough”.

Outside Industry Sponsorship
Outside industry sponsorship is sponsorship that comes from companies, individuals, or
organizations that do not manufacture, sell, or market products that are consumed in the
motorsports industry.
The rider/team has the most control over the ability to establish and grow “outside the industry”
sponsorship. This may include receiving assistance from private companies, persons, and/or
various public entities. A solid example may be the local auto parts store that you may normally
visit. You may receive a $1000.00 a year to run their stickers and send them images they can
use in the store and on-line.
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The key to receiving outside industry sponsorship is providing the sponsor comfort in your
business and their insulation from liability.
1) Do setup a LLC, LLP, or C/S Corp. The perceived liability of “writing YOU a check”
vs. a check to “Company X” is significant.
2) Don’t ask for too little or too much. Investigate your sponsor and evaluate what they
are capable of doing.
3) ALMOST EVERY OUTSIDE INDUSTRY SPONSOR is going to want imagery as
they will be using your images to enhance their brand name. This also means
designing your paint/logo scheme!
4) You will also find many individuals that will enjoy helping you. These are people that
may love the sport, but don’t necessarily participate OR various friends,
acquaintances, and fans.

Apparel, Bike scheme, and cost of sponsorship, etc.
The “finishing touch” for the team is apparel. Team shirts and apparel really distinguish your
team. REMEMBER THOUGH, the cost for apparel, posters, imagery, paint schemes, decals,
etc. can be over 2500.00 a year. Be very careful when you make commitments of these items.
A key item to plan around is: Don’t paint your bike a color that you cannot purchase duct tape,
vinyl, or “other covering” easily.
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Let’s start putting it together
We have covered a lot of information up to this point. SO MANY LITTLE AND DIFFERENT
DETAILS, now let’s set it up in order:
1. Start racing. For the first year…just race and have fun. Go after contingency as you can.
See if you can get a little bit of the “free stuff”. Main thing is to race and learn your craft.
a. Choose “sincere opportunities” to thank your sponsors/helper/etc. on the
appropriate BBS’s
2. Upon deciding, “YES, I like this racing deal”, then begin a website and Facebook fan
page. You may choose just to put some stuff up on your own Facebook page for the first
years.
a. People really like to read about your racing experience…as long as it is sincere
and offers legitimate details.
3. Put together a ONE-PAGE resume and start engaging your various vendors (Tires,
Helmets, Boots, Oil, Brakes, Etc.). Don’t worry so much as “the deal you get”, but rather
establishing a relationship.
a. Make sure you participate in the contingency programs. Sponsors/Vendors pay
attention to “who is winning their money”.
4. At year 2 and 3, you need to really evaluate a few things:
a. Get an honest evaluation of your talent
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i. Realize, some riders will progress more slowly than others. At the same
time, any rider has the opportunity to be “competent”.
b. Decide…are you “Johnny fast guy”?
c. You can accomplish just as much as anyone else with a good attitude, hard
work, and a good plan.
d. No matter what you choose, you will need to begin an “out of industry
sponsorship campaign”
5. From years 2-5, you are cementing long-term relationships 50% of which will last the
rest of your career most likely.
a. Develop your Facebook, website, Youtube, and other internet & social media
platforms.
b. Improve your race craft, team, and support structure
6. From years 5 and onwards, you will manage your team and expectations commensurate
with the value you provide.
7. WHEN TO ISSUE PRESS RELEASES TO ONLINE-PUBLICATIONS – Anytime the
rider/team wins expert races/championships in the premier classes (A, B, C classes), a
press release will likely be considered by various internet and print publications. It is
more credible and likely to be accepted for on-line mass posting when the rider is an
active participating professional.
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WRITING A RACE RESUME
OK, now we are at the point of this dinner/class…writing your race resume. Believe it or not,
writing a race resume is simple…and most racers screw it up. Most sponsors recognize that if
you write a race resume, you are serious about promoting their product and your commitment to
the job. The litmus test is whether or not you have a race resume…not necessarily what is says.
Here are the rules:
1. USE ONLY ONE PAGE for your race resume. Yes, you can have 2 or 3 pages, but
you are going to bore the hell out of the sponsor in most cases. Add 2 photos with
the “one pager”, so that the first page is about you and your race program, and the
next two are pics.
a. UNDERSTAND, most sponsors are not going to put you on a “Tier 3”
sponsorship until they “get to know you”.
b. The relationship is as important as the performance for most sponsors.
2. Don’t oversell who you are and what you have accomplished. A race resume should
include 2-3 photos. Do put photos on the first page so as to not have a “blank text
page” This will include:
a. A “face shot”
b. A shot of the rider on the track
c. A shot of the team, paddock, and/or “great shot”
3. MAKE SURE YOU INCLUDE A COVER LETTER to emphasize who and what you
have accomplished…as well as what you can do for the company. Again, don’t
oversell.
Multiple page resumes
Multiple page resumes are good to send out WHEN YOU HAVE THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS
THAT WARRANT IT. You likely will have won over a 100 races, over a dozen championships,
etc., and/or created a media/internet presence. Multiple page resumes are mandatory for large
scale sponsorship requests.
Cover Pages/Business Letter
Make sure you put together a professional cover letter with all requests. The purpose of this is
to ensure you specifically describe the value and offer of you/your team as well discuss “what
you want” in 5 sentences or less.
Example of a One Page Resume

SEE NEXT PAGE
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